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Risk Management - Tomorrow’s World Today 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andrew Davies, AXA ART’s in-house Risk Survey Manager discusses some 

emerging developments in  risk management. 

 

 

People always ask me what’s new in Risk Management. Well, the earliest lock devices are attributed to 

the Ancient Assyrians who used dogs as intruder alarms and, in many places, the basics have not 

changed much since then! We are now, however, on the cusp of a major digital security revolution.  

 

The UK already has the world’s largest concentration of CCTV surveillance. The London borough of 

Wandsworth alone has more CCTV cameras than the police departments in Boston (USA), 

Johannesburg and Dublin combined! Our major roads even have ‘automatic number plate 

recognition’ (ANPR), but these systems are passive and require manned monitoring. Analytics (the 

monitoring of CCTV images by a computer) means that by gridding a screen and then by counting 

squares turning black you can turn a camera into a smoke detector; by tracking the number of grids 

with movement, one is also able to detect the difference between the size of a rat, dog or burglar. 

Taken further, algorithms and analytics can monitor crowd flows in public buildings, transport hubs 

and sporting and entertainment venues, giving real time warning of potentially dangerous situations. 
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Biometrics are technical systems that measure human body characteristics, such as facial 

proportions, fingerprints, voice patterns, DNA, eye retinas, irises and even ears for the purposes of 

authentication. Such technology is increasingly used in both corporate and public security systems. 

For example, hand geometry is used in industry to provide physical access to buildings and iris 

pattern authentication methods are already employed in some bank automatic teller machines. 

Facial-recognition technology is used for everything from passport control to automatically 

identifying friends from their photographs on Facebook. 

 

Biometric technology systems normally consist of a reader or scanning device, software that converts 

the scanned information into digital form and compares match points, and a database that stores the 

biometric data for comparison. The database is undoubtedly the most crucial element of a biometric 

security system. Through comparing the biometric input with the database values, the authentication 

is either approved or denied, determining known criminals from VIP customers and staff using 

multiple ‘galleries’ of identity data. In the future, such databases might be commercially available as a 

package, rather than being ‘home-grown’ by the operator.  

 

Access control is a risk management area in which biometric technology offers many solutions. Whilst 

not exactly new (historians have found examples of thumbprints being used as a means of unique 

identification on clay seals in ancient China!), palm readers today are joined by iris readers as a 

technological way of ensuring greater room control. This could provide a more secure method than 

lock and key, of admitting people only into specific areas within a gallery, such as private viewing 

rooms or stock rooms. Similarly, employees could each be given unique access rights to different 

areas.   

 

Certainly the more traditional purpose of a facial recognition system is tracking and monitoring 

citizens in order to prevent crime. Theft and vandalism prevention can be aided by following the 

movement of individuals, both inside and outside premises. If someone gets too close to an object an 

alert alarm could be directed to security staff or a recorded or live warning message delivered. 

 

Commercially within shops and galleries, I envisage facial recognition technology becoming 

increasingly important over the next decade. This technology could potentially boost the income of a 

gallery by offering the ability to recognise frequent or ‘high rolling’ customers, alerting staff by tablet 

or interactive eyewear to their buying history and the need to pay them attention. When Oprah 

Winfrey asked to see a $40,000 handbag in a shop in Zurich, in July 2013, the billionaire was told ‘no 

it’s too expensive’ by the shop assistant and after a couple of futile attempts, she left. The incident 

caused an international media storm.  

 

If all this sounds like I’m suggesting being monitored by 1984’s Big Brother, remember that all of this 

technology is available today, so smile - you are on camera! 


